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The Re-Grip, the simple way to add a new grip to any handle, is now available
in over 400 retail stores across the United States, significantly increasing
distribution and making it easier to purchase for men and women who love their
tools as much as their hands.
To celebrate this accomplishment, we are giving away a $1,000 Visa Gift card to
one of our lucky fans that introduce themselves to Re-Grip by taking a selfie. To
find a retail location near you: https://re-grip.com/store-locator/ Simply go into
one of our retail partners and take a selfie with Re-Grip in the retail packaging or
in use with one of your tools and upload the picture to either Instagram with the
hashtag #regripselfie, or the contest website: https://regrip.pgtb.me/RVl0X3.
There is no purchase necessary and additional entries can be gained with votes,
so be creative. The winner will be chosen randomly on October 1st, 2017.
Re-Grip is the simple, affordable way to add a new grip to any handle, lever,
or tool within seconds and without mess. The patented Re-Grip significantly
improves on any existing options in the marketplace. Not only does Re-Grip last
and not wear away or fall apart like traditional grips, but as the grip is used it
continues to expose more gripping surface area.
Re-Grip is easy to use: Simply place the cylinder over a handle and then pull
the tab at the bottom to unwind the coil. As the coil unravels, the elastic
grip constricts and tightly conforms to the shape of the handle. Re-Grip is
comfortable, affordable, and manufactured with EPDM technology that allows it
to stand up to nature’s extreme elements. In addition, Re-Grip’s non-slip safety
properties and ergonomic design make it a perfect solution for every household
and workplace in the world.
Consumers aren’t the only ones to take notice of Re-Grip’s innovative design
and wide range of uses. The product has won many awards including the
Edison Awards and National Hardware Show Retailer’s Choice Awards. Also,
Re-Grip was a finalist in the Home Shopping Network and Good Housekeeping
Magazine’s American Dreams Initiative.
Re-Grip is currently available in over 400 stores across the US, including Lowe’s,
Orchard Supply Hardware, Woodcraft, and other fine retailers, as well as online.
To find a store in your neighborhood, please visit the Re-Grip Store Locator at:
https://re-grip.com/store-locator/
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